
Insert here.  take  home

Insert a comma, a semicolon,  Troy  Michigan 
or a colon.

Insert (add) a period. Mrs

Insert a hyphen or a dash. one  third cup

Insert a question mark 
or an exclamation point. How about you

Capitalize a letter. toronto (or) toronto

Make a capital letter lowercase. History

Replace or delete (take out). a hot day (or) a not day 
  (or) a hot day

Insert an apostrophe or 
quotation marks. Bills    Wow!

Use italics. Tracker

Insert parentheses. letters  from A to Z

(or)

them

;

’ ”

. .

?

’

,:,

!

( ) ( )

?

T

h

(or)

“

- — -

cold hot

”“

Editing and Proofreading Marks
Use these symbols to correct each MUG Shot sentence and paragraph.
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The MUG Shot sentences are designed 
to be used at the beginning of each class 
period as a quick and efficient way to 
review mechanics, usage, and grammar. 
Each sentence can be corrected and 
discussed in 3 to 5 minutes.

MUG Shot Sentence Organizer	 2

Implementation and Evaluation	 3

MUG Shot Sentences	 4

MUG Shot 
Sentences
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Original Sentence:

Corrected Sentence:

Original Sentence:

Corrected Sentence:

Original Sentence:

Corrected Sentence:

Original Sentence:

Corrected Sentence:

Original Sentence:

Corrected Sentence:

MUG Shot Sentence Organizer
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Implementation
and Evaluation

There are 35 weeks of daily MUG Shot sentences. The students may use the 
“Editing and Proofreading Marks” in Write Source or on page iv of this book to make 
corrections.

Implementation

On the days that you use MUG Shot sentences, we suggest that you write one or 
two of them on the board at the beginning of the class period. Allow students time to 
read each sentence to themselves. (Make sure they understand the sentences.) Then 
have students correct each MUG Shot in a space reserved for them in their notebooks 
(or on a copy of the “MUG Shot Sentence Organizer” provided on page 2 of this book). 
Next, have students discuss their corrections in pairs or as a class. Make sure everyone 
records the corrections on their papers. And, more importantly, make sure all students 
understand why the corrections were made.

 You may also have students correct the sentences orally. Write the corrections 
on the board as students provide them. (Use the proofreading marks on page iv.) 
Have one student explain his or her corrections and discuss the results. Then ask all 
students to write the corrected form in their notebooks.

Each Friday, review the MUG Shots covered for the week. You might assign the 
MUG Shot paragraph that contains errors similar to the type students have worked 
on for the week. (See page 75.) 

Note: By design, each page of sentences can be reproduced for student use or made 
into an overhead transparency.

Evaluation

If you assign sentences daily, evaluate your students’ work at the end of each 
week. We recommend that you give them a basic performance score for their daily 
work. This performance score might be based on having each sentence for that week 
correctly written in their language arts notebooks (before or after any discussion). 

You can also use the weekly paragraphs to evaluate student progress. The 
paragraphs cover the same kinds of errors as the sentences, so students should be 
able to cover a good percentage of these errors.
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WEEK 1: Did You Know?

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Apostrophe (Possessives)

A sneeze are you’re bodys weigh of getting rid of irritants.

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, End Punctuation

Did you no that its impossible to sneeze and keep your eyes open  

at the same time

■  Plurals, Quotation Marks, Comma (Dialogue)

There are about 50 bones in a pair of human foots the doctor explained.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Adjective (Articles)

An human heart beets about one hundred thousand times a day.

■  Apostrophe, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Spelling, 
Using the Right Word

If astronauts dont excercise in space weightlessness eventually causes 

there muscles to shrink.
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WEEK 1: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Apostrophe (Possessives)

A sneeze are you’re bodys weigh of getting rid of irritants.

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, End Punctuation

Did you no that its impossible to sneeze and keep your eyes open  

at the same time

■  Plurals, Quotation Marks, Comma (Dialogue)

There are about 50 bones in a pair of human foots the doctor explained.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Adjective (Articles)

An human heart beets about one hundred thousand times a day.

■  Apostrophe, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Spelling, 
Using the Right Word

If astronauts dont excercise in space weightlessness eventually causes 

there muscles to shrink.

youris ’ way

know ’

?

100,000A beats

’ exercise
,

their

“ ”
,

feet
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WEEK 2: More Science Facts

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe

Accept for the fact that it can be burned, its almost impossible to destroy 

human hare.

■  Apostrophe, Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Comma (Interruptions)

A person living at the North pole in Winter wouldnt catch a cold 

amazingly because its to cold for germs to live there.

■  Abbreviations, Comma (Interjections), Numbers

Wow about seventy % of the earth is covered with H20.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Spelling

When you eat a peace of fresh crunchy celery, you burn more caleries 

then the celery contains.

■  Capitalization, Adverb (Comparative/Superlative), Apostrophe (Possessives)

A Womans heart beats more faster than a Mans.
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WEEK 2: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe

Accept for the fact that it can be burned, its almost impossible to destroy 

human hare.

■  Apostrophe, Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Comma (Interruptions)

A person living at the North pole in Winter wouldnt catch a cold 

amazingly because its to cold for germs to live there.

■  Abbreviations, Comma (Interjections), Numbers

Wow about seventy % of the earth is covered with H20.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Spelling

When you eat a peace of fresh crunchy celery, you burn more caleries 

then the celery contains.

■  Capitalization, Adverb (Comparative/Superlative), Apostrophe (Possessives)

A Womans heart beats more faster than a Mans.

Except

hair

’

wP ’

’ too

percent water

piece

than

’

,

w m’

70

,

,

,

calories
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WEEK 3: Physical Science

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Parentheses

Taste buds can’t taste anything if their dry they requires saliva  

to work).

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, End Punctuation

Would you believe that a persons tongue print is as unique as their  

fingerprints

■  Adverb (Comparative/Superlative), Subject-Verb Agreement

Clouds flies more higher during the day than during the night.

■  Comma (Series and To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In general girls learn to talk create sentences and read sooner than boys.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Apostrophe, Using the Right Word

People which smoke gets 65 percent more colds than people who dont 

smoke.
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WEEK 3: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Parentheses

Taste buds can’t taste anything if their dry they requires saliva  

to work).

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, End Punctuation

Would you believe that a persons tongue print is as unique as their  

fingerprints

■  Adverb (Comparative/Superlative), Subject-Verb Agreement

Clouds flies more higher during the day than during the night.

■  Comma (Series and To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In general girls learn to talk create sentences and read sooner than boys.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Apostrophe, Using the Right Word

People which smoke gets 65 percent more colds than people who dont 

smoke.

(they’re require

’ his or her

?

fly

, ,

getwho ’

,
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WEEK 4: Believe It or Not

■  Parallelism, Apostrophe, Comma (Interjections), End Punctuation

Well I bet you cant breathe, chew, and be swallowing at the same time

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

If your right-handed your fingernails grow faster on you’re right hand.

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Capitalization, Rambling Sentence

My Aunt told me that eyebrows will grow back if you pluck them, but 

not if you shave it off and I don’t believe that because my friend shaved 

hers and it grew back.

■  Semicolon, Double Negative

A peanut isn’t no nut, it’s a bean.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word, End Punctuation

Did you no that plants breathes out the oxygen we need too breathe in
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WEEK 4: Corrected	Sentences

■  Parallelism, Apostrophe, Comma (Interjections), End Punctuation

Well I bet you cant breathe, chew, and be swallowing at the same time

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

If your right-handed your fingernails grow faster on you’re right hand.

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Capitalization, Rambling Sentence

My Aunt told me that eyebrows will grow back if you pluck them, but 

not if you shave it off and I don’t believe that because my friend shaved 

hers and it grew back.

■  Semicolon, Double Negative

A peanut isn’t no nut, it’s a bean.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word, End Punctuation

Did you no that plants breathes out the oxygen we need too breathe in

,
’ swallow !

youryou’re
,

a

them

a

;

breatheknow to ?

.
they

(or)  .
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WEEK 5: Parachutes to Planets

■  Comma (Series and Unnecessary), Using the Right Word

The parachute was used in 1783 to save people, whom had to jump from 

burning buildings high towers and other dangerous places.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Spelling

Earth moves threw space 8 times faster than a speeding bullit.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Capitalization

At one time someone in the united states dyed of Cancer every ninety 

seconds.

■  Using the Right Word, Wordy Sentence

Cold water is heavier then hot water and weighs more as well.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), 
Colon

The flat wide rings of saturn is thin less than two miles thick.
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WEEK 5: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (Series and Unnecessary), Using the Right Word

The parachute was used in 1783 to save people, whom had to jump from 

burning buildings high towers and other dangerous places.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Spelling

Earth moves threw space 8 times faster than a speeding bullit.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Capitalization

At one time someone in the united states dyed of Cancer every ninety 

seconds.

■  Using the Right Word, Wordy Sentence

Cold water is heavier then hot water and weighs more as well.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), 
Colon

The flat wide rings of saturn is thin less than two miles thick.

who

through eight

died cSU

than
.

S are

90

, :

,,

,

bullet
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WEEK 6: Science and Scientists

■  Comma (Unnecessary and Appositives), Apostrophe, Subject-Verb Agreement

Thomas Edison one of the world’s greatest inventors were deaf from the 

age of 12, and didnt go to school.

■  Italics and Underlining, Capitalization, Quotation Marks

alice of Alice in Wonderland said, if you drink from a bottle marked 

‘poison,’ it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner or later.

■  Comma (Numbers), Parentheses, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), 
 Verb (Tense)

Light moved at such an out of this world rate 186000 miles per second 

that it doesn’t seem to move at all.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Parentheses

When crossing tall and short pea plants Gregor Mendel discovered the  

existence of genetic traits dominant and recessive.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Using the Right Word

According to modern physics going faster then the speed of light wood 

move you backward in time.
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WEEK 6: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (Unnecessary and Appositives), Apostrophe, Subject-Verb Agreement

Thomas Edison one of the world’s greatest inventors were deaf from the 

age of 12, and didnt go to school.

■  Italics and Underlining, Capitalization, Quotation Marks

alice of Alice in Wonderland said, if you drink from a bottle marked 

‘poison,’ it is almost certain to disagree with you, sooner or later.

■  Comma (Numbers), Parentheses, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), 
 Verb (Tense)

Light moved at such an out of this world rate 186000 miles per second 

that it doesn’t seem to move at all.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Parentheses

When crossing tall and short pea plants Gregor Mendel discovered the  

existence of genetic traits dominant and recessive .

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Using the Right Word

According to modern physics going faster then the speed of light wood 

move you backward in time.

, ,
was

’

,
than would

,

,
)(

)(moves

”

“ IA
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WEEK 7: Big and Strange

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Subject-Verb Agreement, Plurals

The most large whale ever reported were 106 foots long.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Apostrophe (Possessives), 
Numbers

Although a whales heart can be as big as a car it beats only 9 times  

a minute.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Numbers, Run-On Sentence

Since nineteen hundred about three hundred fifty thousand blew whales 

has been killed by whale hunters the whales could face extinction.

■  Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

1,400 whales is killed each year by greed driven whale hunters.

■  Verb (Irregular), Run-On Sentence, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), Plurals

In the Galápagos Island’s, Darwin watched a blue-footed booby as it 

swimmed in shallow water the booby is a funny looking fishing bird.
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WEEK 7: Corrected	Sentences

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Subject-Verb Agreement, Plurals

The most large whale ever reported were 106 foots long.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Apostrophe (Possessives), 
Numbers

Although a whales heart can be as big as a car it beats only 9 times  

a minute.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Numbers, Run-On Sentence

Since nineteen hundred about three hundred fifty thousand blew whales 

has been killed by whale hunters the whales could face extinction.

■  Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

1,400 whales is killed each year by greed driven whale hunters.

■  Verb (Irregular), Run-On Sentence, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives), Plurals

In the Galápagos Island’s, Darwin watched a blue-footed booby as it 

swimmed in shallow water the booby is a funny looking fishing bird.

largest was feet

,
’

1900 350,000 blue
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areFourteen hundred
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WEEK 8: Land, Water, and Air

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), 
Apostrophe (Possessives)

Did you no, a yaks milk are pink?

■  Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word

Our biology teacher learned us that vampire bats drinks up to 46 pints   

of blood in 1 year.

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, Hyphen

The bee hummingbird lies an egg thats about one third of an inch long.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Misplaced Modifier, Capitalization

The Pacific leatherback turtle is the largest sea turtle known to Marine 

biologists weighing up to 1,000 pounds.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Apostrophe, Double Subject

A crocodile it doesnt never chew its food—it swallows it hole.
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WEEK 8: Corrected	Sentences

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), 
Apostrophe (Possessives)

Did you no, a yaks milk are pink?

■  Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word

Our biology teacher learned us that vampire bats drinks up to 46 pints   

of blood in 1 year.

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, Hyphen

The bee hummingbird lies an egg thats about one third of an inch long.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Misplaced Modifier, Capitalization

The Pacific leatherback turtle is the largest sea turtle known to Marine 

biologists weighing up to 1,000 pounds.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Apostrophe, Double Subject

A crocodile it doesnt never chew its food—it swallows it hole.

know ’ is

one

taught drink

-’lays

whole’

.

Weighing up to 1,000 pounds,

(or) ever

m
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WEEK 9: Animals Wild and Tame

■  Comma (To Separate Adjectives and Between Independent Clauses), 
Verb (Irregular)

A beaver’s teeth never stop growing but they get weared down when the 

beaver chews on hard rough bark.

■  Using the Right Word, Quotation Marks, Comma (To Enclose Information)

A squirrel seas only in black and white, Ralph Lando PhD reported.

■  End Punctuation, Spelling, Parentheses

Would you beleive a snake smells with its tongue and a sense organ on 

the roof of its mouth Jacobson’s organ.

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Pronoun (Reflexive)

Besides panting, dogs sweat through the pads of its feet to cool 

their selves off.

■  Using the Right Word, Dash, Subject-Verb Agreement

Mail monkeys goes bald as they get older just as some men does.
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WEEK 9: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (To Separate Adjectives and Between Independent Clauses), 
Verb (Irregular)

A beaver’s teeth never stop growing but they get weared down when the 

beaver chews on hard rough bark.

■  Using the Right Word, Quotation Marks, Comma (To Enclose Information)

A squirrel seas only in black and white, Ralph Lando PhD reported.

■  End Punctuation, Spelling, Parentheses

Would you beleive a snake smells with its tongue and a sense organ on 

the roof of its mouth Jacobson’s organ.

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Pronoun (Reflexive)

Besides panting, dogs sweat through the pads of its feet to cool 

their selves off.

■  Using the Right Word, Dash, Subject-Verb Agreement

Mail monkeys goes bald as they get older just as some men does.

,
worn

,

sees“ ”
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?
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WEEK 10: Animals Great and Small

■  Using the Right Word, Parentheses, End Punctuation, Capitalization, 
Interjection

The average hummingbird there are 19 varieties in the United States 

ways less then a penny, wow.

■  Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence, Apostrophe (Possessives),  
Adjective (Articles)

A baby kangaroo is only about a inch long at berth it can survive only in 

it’s mothers pouch.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word

Fore every human being in the world, there is too chickens.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, End Punctuation

White sharks never get sick and is completely immune to Cancer

■  Comma (To Separate Adjectives and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Using the Right Word, End Punctuation

If a goldfish is kept in the dark will it loose it’s bright wonderful color.
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WEEK 10: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Parentheses, End Punctuation, Capitalization, 
Interjection

The average hummingbird there are 19 varieties in the United States 

ways less then a penny, wow.

■  Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence, Apostrophe (Possessives),  
Adjective (Articles)

A baby kangaroo is only about a inch long at berth it can survive only in 

it’s mothers pouch.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word

Fore every human being in the world, there is too chickens.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, End Punctuation

White sharks never get sick and is completely immune to Cancer

■  Comma (To Separate Adjectives and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Using the Right Word, End Punctuation

If a goldfish is kept in the dark will it loose it’s bright wonderful color.

weighs than

an birth
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WEEK 11: Animals and Insects

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

Every year millions of trees are planted by squirrels who buries nuts and 

then forgets ware they put them.

■  Using the Right Word, Parallelism, Plurals

Sum kindes of ants rule other ants; they attack them, kidnap them, and 

then are keeping them as slaves.

■  Using the Right Word, Adjective (Articles), Pronoun (Reflexive)

A aunt can lift 50 times its own wait all by himself.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Between Independent Clauses)

Ants wake up in the mourning and they yawn and stretch before going 

off too work.

■  Comma (Unnecessary), Using the Right Word

A cockroach, can live four several weaks without it’s head.
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WEEK 11: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

Every year millions of trees are planted by squirrels who buries nuts and 

then forgets ware they put them.

■  Using the Right Word, Parallelism, Plurals

Sum kindes of ants rule other ants; they attack them, kidnap them, and 

then are keeping them as slaves.

■  Using the Right Word, Adjective (Articles), Pronoun (Reflexive)

A aunt can lift 50 times its own wait all by himself.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Between Independent Clauses)

Ants wake up in the mourning and they yawn and stretch before going 

off too work.

■  Comma (Unnecessary), Using the Right Word

A cockroach, can live four several weaks without it’s head.
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WEEK 12: Amazing Creatures

■  Capitalization, Quotation Marks

Mr. Walters told us that “A starfish is the only animal able to turn its  

stomach inside out.”

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe (Possessives)

The great white sharks teeth are as hard as steal.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Verb (Irregular),  
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

When their troop carrying steamship sank off the coast of South Africa in 

1942 about 700 men were ate by sharks.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Plurals, Numbers, 
Adjective (Comparative/Superlative)

Measuring almost five inchs long the Goliath beetle is the most big bug 

in the world.

■  Using the Right Word, Parallelism

Centipedes have alot of legs, two poison fangs, and they have three pears 

of jaws.
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WEEK 12: Corrected	Sentences

■  Capitalization, Quotation Marks

Mr. Walters told us that “A starfish is the only animal able to turn its  

stomach inside out.”

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe (Possessives)

The great white sharks teeth are as hard as steal.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Verb (Irregular),  
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

When their troop carrying steamship sank off the coast of South Africa in 

1942 about 700 men were ate by sharks.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Plurals, Numbers, 
Adjective (Comparative/Superlative)

Measuring almost five inchs long the Goliath beetle is the most big bug 

in the world.

■  Using the Right Word, Parallelism

Centipedes have alot of legs, two poison fangs, and they have three pears 

of jaws.
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WEEK 13: Geography Facts

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Numbers, Capitalization

date-palm trees, a source of wealth, is past down from 1 generation too 

the next in iraq.

■  Misplaced Modifier, Comma (Series)

Most of the people are farmers who raise wheat barley cotton and rice 

who live in Iraq.

■  Capitalization, Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

indias real name is bharat, and their capital is new delhi.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Dialogue and Direct Address),  
Quotation Marks

Class people who live in Argentina eats more meat than people anywhere 

else in the world said Ms. Latitude to the students.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Combining Sentences

hawaii is further South than florida. Florida is farther south then 

california.
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WEEK 13: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Numbers, Capitalization

date-palm trees, a source of wealth, is past down from 1 generation too 

the next in iraq.

■  Misplaced Modifier, Comma (Series)

Most of the people are farmers who raise wheat barley cotton and rice 

who live in Iraq.

■  Capitalization, Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

indias real name is bharat, and their capital is new delhi.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Dialogue and Direct Address),  
Quotation Marks

Class people who live in Argentina eats more meat than people anywhere 

else in the world said Ms. Latitude to the students.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Combining Sentences

hawaii is further South than florida. Florida is farther south then 

california.
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WEEK 14: Where in the World?

■  Using the Right Word, Plurals, Subject-Verb Agreement, Abbreviations

There is a dessert in AK that have sand dunes more than 100 foot high.

■  Abbreviations, Capitalization, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative),  
Double Subject

the ice cap of antarctica it is the world’s plentifulest supply of fresh H20.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, End Punctuation

In the Country of Bangladesh, many people lives to be only about 61 

years old

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), 
Using the Right Word

Greenland is covered buy a thick hard layer of ice that never melt.

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Rambling Sentence, Quotation Marks

My grandmother in California made jewelry and she tells me, pure Gold, 

like clay, is so soft that it can be molded with your hands and it is 

mixed with harder metals to make jewelry and other items.
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WEEK 14: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Plurals, Subject-Verb Agreement, Abbreviations

There is a dessert in AK that have sand dunes more than 100 foot high.

■  Abbreviations, Capitalization, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative),  
Double Subject

the ice cap of antarctica it is the world’s plentifulest supply of fresh H20.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, End Punctuation

In the Country of Bangladesh, many people lives to be only about 61 

years old

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Adjectives), 
Using the Right Word

Greenland is covered buy a thick hard layer of ice that never melt.

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Rambling Sentence, Quotation Marks

My grandmother in California made jewelry and she tells me, pure Gold, 

like clay, is so soft that it can be molded with your hands and it is 

mixed with harder metals to make jewelry and other items.
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WEEK 15: Around the World

■  Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

the great wall of china is the only man made structure that can be scene 

from space with the naked eye.

■  End Punctuation, Capitalization, Misplaced Modifier

did you know that people in Ancient China would build their towns from 

the air to look like animals.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma Splice, End Punctuation

The Dead Sea is the saltiest body of water in the world, it’s nine times 

saltier then the ocean

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Run-On Sentence

While we were in the grand canyon, I fell off a mule my mother asked, 

“Are you alright?”

■  Comma (Numbers and Addresses), Verb (Irregular), Spelling

In 1868, about 100000 meterites falled on Pultusk Poland in just one 

night.
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WEEK 15: Corrected	Sentences

■  Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

the great wall of china is the only man made structure that can be scene 

from space with the naked eye.

■  End Punctuation, Capitalization, Misplaced Modifier

did you know that people in Ancient China would build their towns from 

the air to look like animals.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma Splice, End Punctuation

The Dead Sea is the saltiest body of water in the world, it’s nine times 

saltier then the ocean

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Run-On Sentence

While we were in the grand canyon, I fell off a mule my mother asked, 

“Are you alright?”

■  Comma (Numbers and Addresses), Verb (Irregular), Spelling

In 1868, about 100000 meterites falled on Pultusk Poland in just one 

night.
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WEEK 16: Baseball and Football Facts

■  Double Subject, Misplaced Modifier

In 1951, a man he was the first midget named Eddie Gaedel to play 

major-league baseball.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, Adjective (Articles)

no woman have ever played in an Major-League Baseball game.

■  Numbers, Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular), Plurals

In 1919, 8 player on the Chicago White Sox taked money from gamblers 

to loose the World Series on purpose.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Dates), Sentence Fragment

on April 8 1975, frank robinson the first black major-league baseball 

manager.

■  Capitalization, Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word

the first Super Bowl was played in 1967 at the los angeles coliseum the 

Green Bay packers beet the Kansas City chiefs.
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WEEK 16: Corrected	Sentences

■  Double Subject, Misplaced Modifier

In 1951, a man he was the first midget named Eddie Gaedel to play 

major-league baseball.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, Adjective (Articles)

no woman have ever played in an Major-League Baseball game.

■  Numbers, Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular), Plurals

In 1919, 8 player on the Chicago White Sox taked money from gamblers 

to loose the World Series on purpose.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Dates), Sentence Fragment

on April 8 1975, frank robinson the first black major-league baseball 

manager.

■  Capitalization, Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word

the first Super Bowl was played in 1967 at the los angeles coliseum the 

Green Bay packers beet the Kansas City chiefs.
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WEEK 17: Sports Firsts and Facts

■  Numbers, Abbreviations, Verb (Tense)

At one time, about sixty-five % of the members of the National Basketball 

Association are African American.

■  Comma (Addresses and Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Numbers

The first female jockey was Alicia Meynell who won 2 races in York 

England in 1804.

■  Comma (Appositives), Numbers, Using the Right Word, Spelling

Isaac Murphy a famous African American jocky was the first man too win 

the Kentucky Derby 3 times.

■  Numbers, Comma (Dates), Semicolon, Subject-Verb Agreement

The first Indianapolis 500 was held on May 30 1911 the prize were 

25,000 dollars.

■  Comma (Numbers and Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses)

In 1927, Violet Cordery became the first woman to drive around the world 

traveling 10266 miles at 24 miles per hour.
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WEEK 17: Corrected	Sentences

■  Numbers, Abbreviations, Verb (Tense)

At one time, about sixty-five % of the members of the National Basketball 

Association are African American.

■  Comma (Addresses and Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Numbers

The first female jockey was Alicia Meynell who won 2 races in York 

England in 1804.

■  Comma (Appositives), Numbers, Using the Right Word, Spelling

Isaac Murphy a famous African American jocky was the first man too win 

the Kentucky Derby 3 times.

■  Numbers, Comma (Dates), Semicolon, Subject-Verb Agreement

The first Indianapolis 500 was held on May 30 1911 the prize were 

25,000 dollars.

■  Comma (Numbers and Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses)

In 1927, Violet Cordery became the first woman to drive around the world 

traveling 10266 miles at 24 miles per hour.
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WEEK 18: Sports Personalities

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Wordy Sentence

May Sutton Bundy were the first woman to win the Wimbledon Tennis  

Championship and become the champion.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives)

anna Taylor a daring middle-aged schoolteacher was the first person ever 

to ride over niagara falls in a barrel.

■  Quotation Marks, Capitalization, Period

james J Corbett, ironically known as Gentleman Jim, became the first 

official Heavyweight Boxing champion.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma Splice

The earliest ice skates was maid of bone, the first world-famous figure 

skater was Sonja Henie of Norway.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), Italics and Underlining,  
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

Charles Lindbergh, sored threw the air as a sky diver before, they piloted 

his famous flight in The Spirit of St. Louis.
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WEEK 18: Corrected	Sentences

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Wordy Sentence

May Sutton Bundy were the first woman to win the Wimbledon Tennis  

Championship and become the champion.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives)

anna Taylor a daring middle-aged schoolteacher was the first person ever 

to ride over niagara falls in a barrel.

■  Quotation Marks, Capitalization, Period

james J Corbett, ironically known as Gentleman Jim, became the first 

official Heavyweight Boxing champion.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma Splice

The earliest ice skates was maid of bone, the first world-famous figure 

skater was Sonja Henie of Norway.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), Italics and Underlining,  
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

Charles Lindbergh, sored threw the air as a sky diver before, they piloted 

his famous flight in The Spirit of St. Louis.
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WEEK 19: The Environment and You

■  Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Combining Sentences,  
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

Pollution filled smoke rains back to our earth as acid rain. It damages  

forests and lakes.

■  Capitalization, Wordy Sentence, Adjective (Articles)

A pesticide is an chemical used to kill Insects and make them die.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Interruptions), Dash

The affects of pesticides unfortunately cause many Americans to get sick 

and some dye.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Using the Right Word, Numbers

While it takes a soda can about five hundred years to decay a glass 

bottle may remain unchanged fore a million years.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Capitalization, 
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

The Cuyahoga river in cleveland were once so polluted that it had  

18 inch grease balls floating in them.
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WEEK 19: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Combining Sentences,  
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

Pollution filled smoke rains back to our earth as acid rain. It damages  

forests and lakes.

■  Capitalization, Wordy Sentence, Adjective (Articles)

A pesticide is an chemical used to kill Insects and make them die.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Interruptions), Dash

The affects of pesticides unfortunately cause many Americans to get sick 

and some dye.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Using the Right Word, Numbers

While it takes a soda can about five hundred years to decay a glass 

bottle may remain unchanged fore a million years.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Capitalization, 
Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

The Cuyahoga river in cleveland were once so polluted that it had  

18 inch grease balls floating in them.
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WEEK 20: Pollution Control

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Verb (Irregular), Combining Sentences

in 1969, the Cuyahoga river catched fire. It was filled with toxic waist.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, End Punctuation

Did you no that over 300,000 knew kinds of chemicals is formulated every 

year

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Comma (Unnecessary)

A person, who smokes a pack of cigarettes a day, puts a half cup of tar 

in their lungs each year—and pollutes the air as well.

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Comma (Series), Plurals

Some of Americas toxic waste is dumped illegally into waterways fields 

ditchs and sewers.

■  Comma (Interjections and Numbers), Using the Right Word, Abbreviations

Seriously there are more then 80000 toxic waist dumps in the U.S.
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WEEK 20: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Verb (Irregular), Combining Sentences

in 1969, the Cuyahoga river catched fire. It was filled with toxic waist.

■  Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, End Punctuation

Did you no that over 300,000 knew kinds of chemicals is formulated every 

year

■  Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Comma (Unnecessary)

A person, who smokes a pack of cigarettes a day, puts a half cup of tar 

in their lungs each year—and pollutes the air as well.

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Comma (Series), Plurals

Some of Americas toxic waste is dumped illegally into waterways fields 

ditchs and sewers.

■  Comma (Interjections and Numbers), Using the Right Word, Abbreviations

Seriously there are more then 80000 toxic waist dumps in the U.S.
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WEEK 21: Air and Water Pollution

■  Using the Right Word, Comma Splice

In 1981, a brewery in Washington pored 500,000 gallons of beer into 

Capitol Lake, about 50,000 fish were found dead one weak later.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives), Adjective (Comparative/Superlative)

lake Erie the fourth most large great lake was once declared dead by  

scientists because it was so polluted.

■  Abbreviations, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

Without cooling water the temperature inside a nuclear reactor may  

reach 4,000° .

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Abbreviations

About 407 million gallons of oil is shipped to the U.S. every day.

■  Using the Right Word, Abbreviations, Verb (Tense)

Pollution-control laws decrease the amount of led in the air by 55% 

between 1976 and 1980.
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WEEK 21: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Comma Splice

In 1981, a brewery in Washington pored 500,000 gallons of beer into 

Capitol Lake, about 50,000 fish were found dead one weak later.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives), Adjective (Comparative/Superlative)

lake Erie the fourth most large great lake was once declared dead by  

scientists because it was so polluted.

■  Abbreviations, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

Without cooling water the temperature inside a nuclear reactor may  

reach 4,000° .

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Abbreviations

About 407 million gallons of oil is shipped to the U.S. every day.

■  Using the Right Word, Abbreviations, Verb (Tense)

Pollution-control laws decrease the amount of led in the air by 55% 

between 1976 and 1980.
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WEEK 22: The American Colonies

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement

14 people was executed between the years 1647 and sixteen sixty-two 

because they were thought to be whiches.

■  Capitalization, Period, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

in the 1600s a missionary named mr john eliot translated the bible into 

native american languages.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Parallelism, Apostrophe

In the colonies, most women werent never aloud to go to school, didnt no 

how to read, and they couldnt vote.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In 1641 the general court of Massachusetts past a law banning sum 

religious groups from the colony.

■  Using the Right Word, Abbreviations, Double Subject

William Penn he founded Pa. as a place wear Quakers they could practice 

there religion freely.
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WEEK 22: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement

14 people was executed between the years 1647 and sixteen sixty-two 

because they were thought to be whiches.

■  Capitalization, Period, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

in the 1600s a missionary named mr john eliot translated the bible into 

native american languages.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Parallelism, Apostrophe

In the colonies, most women werent never aloud to go to school, didnt no 

how to read, and they couldnt vote.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In 1641 the general court of Massachusetts past a law banning sum 

religious groups from the colony.

■  Using the Right Word, Abbreviations, Double Subject

William Penn he founded Pa. as a place wear Quakers they could practice 

there religion freely.
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WEEK 23: The Founding Fathers

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Sentence Fragment, Comma (Dates)

Born on January 17 1706, Benjamin Franklin the most young boy of 17 

children and the son of a candlestick maker.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Verb (Irregular), Numbers, Spelling

Although he had only 2 years of formal edukation Ben Franklin was 

gived degrees by Harvard, Yale, and Oxford univercities.

■  Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Comma (Series), Pronoun (Reflexive)

ben Franklin learned his self french spanish and italian.

■  Comma (Between Independent Clauses), Nonstandard Language,  
Verb (Irregular), Capitalization

the original declaration of independence would of freed all the slaves but 

Thomas Jefferson taked that part out.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Abbreviations

When the U.S. were first established as a nation the Congress wanted to 

make George Washington the king.
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WEEK 23: Corrected	Sentences

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Sentence Fragment, Comma (Dates)

Born on January 17 1706, Benjamin Franklin the most young boy of 17 

children and the son of a candlestick maker.

■  Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Verb (Irregular), Numbers, Spelling

Although he had only 2 years of formal edukation Ben Franklin was 

gived degrees by Harvard, Yale, and Oxford univercities.

■  Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Comma (Series), Pronoun (Reflexive)

ben Franklin learned his self french spanish and italian.

■  Comma (Between Independent Clauses), Nonstandard Language,  
Verb (Irregular), Capitalization

the original declaration of independence would of freed all the slaves but 

Thomas Jefferson taked that part out.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Abbreviations

When the U.S. were first established as a nation the Congress wanted to 

make George Washington the king.
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WEEK 24: Of Presidents and Daily Life

■  Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular)

In the 1800s, people commonly spit on there floors and taked baths only 

once a week.

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Colon, Comma (Series)

George Washingtons famous face appears in the following places on 

postage stamps on dollar bills and on quarters.

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Wordy Sentence, Dash

Abraham Lincoln was the most tall president of the United States 6 feet 

4 inches and no president has been taller.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling

In 1860, Abe Lincoln were elected the first Republican president of the 

countrey.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary)

Lincoln was sew unpopular in the South that six states left the Union, 

before he even had a chance too move into the White House.
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WEEK 24: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular)

In the 1800s, people commonly spit on there floors and taked baths only 

once a week.

■  Apostrophe (Possessives), Colon, Comma (Series)

George Washingtons famous face appears in the following places on 

postage stamps on dollar bills and on quarters.

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Wordy Sentence, Dash

Abraham Lincoln was the most tall president of the United States 6 feet 

4 inches and no president has been taller.

■  Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling

In 1860, Abe Lincoln were elected the first Republican president of the 

countrey.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary)

Lincoln was sew unpopular in the South that six states left the Union, 

before he even had a chance too move into the White House.
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WEEK 25: Facts from American History

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

After emancipation Lincoln suggested that freed blacks immigrate from 

America two Africa.

■  Numbers, Capitalization, Plurals

there were more than 620 thousand casualtys in the civil war.

■  Verb (Irregular), Capitalization, Numbers

George custer becomed a General in the united states army at the age  

of twenty-three.

■  Comma (Series and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Capitalization, Plurals

in 1900 more than 76 million mans womans and childs lived in the 

united states.

■  Period, Apostrophe (Possessives), Spelling

Susan B Anthony was one of the first leeders in the womens rights 

movement.
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WEEK 25: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

After emancipation Lincoln suggested that freed blacks immigrate from 

America two Africa.

■  Numbers, Capitalization, Plurals

there were more than 620 thousand casualtys in the civil war.

■  Verb (Irregular), Capitalization, Numbers

George custer becomed a General in the united states army at the age  

of twenty-three.

■  Comma (Series and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Capitalization, Plurals

in 1900 more than 76 million mans womans and childs lived in the 

united states.

■  Period, Apostrophe (Possessives), Spelling

Susan B Anthony was one of the first leeders in the womens rights 

movement.
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WEEK 26: Modern American History

■  Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Pronoun (Reflexive), 
Capitalization

Though it’s not the type of honor most people would seek for theirself, 

woodrow wilson who was the president during world war I is the only  

president buried in washington, D.C.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Dates and Addresses), Adjective (Articles)

On August 6 1945, the United States dropped a atomic bomb on Hiroshima 

Japan, and then dropped another on Nagasaki several days latter.

■  Comma (To Enclose Information), Numbers, Spelling

In nineteen sixty-four, Martin Luther King Jr. won the Nobel Peace Prise 

for leading nonviolent, civil-rights protests.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization

while in High School, Martin Luther King, Jr., did so good that he 

skipped too grades.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Capitalization

beside finishing college at the young age of 19 Martin Luther King, Jr., 

became a Minister that same year.
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WEEK 26: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Pronoun (Reflexive), 
Capitalization

Though it’s not the type of honor most people would seek for theirself, 

woodrow wilson who was the president during world war I is the only  

president buried in washington, D.C.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Dates and Addresses), Adjective (Articles)

On August 6 1945, the United States dropped a atomic bomb on Hiroshima 

Japan, and then dropped another on Nagasaki several days latter.

■  Comma (To Enclose Information), Numbers, Spelling

In nineteen sixty-four, Martin Luther King Jr. won the Nobel Peace Prise 

for leading nonviolent, civil-rights protests.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization

while in High School, Martin Luther King, Jr., did so good that he 

skipped too grades.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses), 
Capitalization

beside finishing college at the young age of 19 Martin Luther King, Jr., 

became a Minister that same year.
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WEEK 27: Proverbs

■  Using the Right Word, Quotation Marks, Comma (Dialogue and Appositives)

Thomas Paine a friend of Ben Franklin’s wrote It is necessary too the 

happiness of man that he bee mentally faithful two himself.

■  Quotation Marks, Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, Comma (Dialogue)

Abraham Lincoln once said let us have faith that right make might.

■  Using the Right Word, Spelling

Beleive nothing of what you here, and only half of what you sea.

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Using the Right Word

It is more good to be born lucky then rich.

■  Adjective (Articles), Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Direct Address)

An bully are always a coward Henry.
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WEEK 27: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Quotation Marks, Comma (Dialogue and Appositives)

Thomas Paine a friend of Ben Franklin’s wrote It is necessary too the 

happiness of man that he bee mentally faithful two himself.

■  Quotation Marks, Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, Comma (Dialogue)

Abraham Lincoln once said let us have faith that right make might.

■  Using the Right Word, Spelling

Beleive nothing of what you here, and only half of what you sea.

■  Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Using the Right Word

It is more good to be born lucky then rich.

■  Adjective (Articles), Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Direct Address)

An bully are always a coward Henry.
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WEEK 28: More Proverbs

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Verb (Tense)

The coarse of true love never did hardly ran smooth.

 —Shakespeare

■  Comma (Unnecessary), Adjective (Articles), Subject-Verb Agreement, 
Capitalization

a deaf Husband, and a blind wife, is always an happy couple.

■  Comma (Series), Using the Right Word, Verb (Tense)

Early too bed and early too rise made a man healthy wealthy and wise.

 —Ben Franklin

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, Quotation Marks

You might accept a librarian to say, Dont judge a book by it’s cover.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Subject, Apostrophe

Those whom live in glass houses they shouldnt throw stones.
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WEEK 28: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Verb (Tense)

The coarse of true love never did hardly ran smooth.

 —Shakespeare

■  Comma (Unnecessary), Adjective (Articles), Subject-Verb Agreement, 
Capitalization

a deaf Husband, and a blind wife, is always an happy couple.

■  Comma (Series), Using the Right Word, Verb (Tense)

Early too bed and early too rise made a man healthy wealthy and wise.

 —Ben Franklin

■  Using the Right Word, Apostrophe, Quotation Marks

You might accept a librarian to say, Dont judge a book by it’s cover.

■  Using the Right Word, Double Subject, Apostrophe

Those whom live in glass houses they shouldnt throw stones.
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WEEK 29: A Taste of World History

■  Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular), Comma Splice

In ancient China, mouse meet was eated by rich people, they liked it.

■  Capitalization, Apostrophe, Spelling, Comma (Appositives)

King alexander III of macedon alexander the great ordered his soljers to 

shave their heads and faces so that enemies couldnt grab them by the hair.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives)

attila the Hun King of a Mongoloid people attacked the roman empire 

around the year 450.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, Semicolon, Plurals

attila the hun were a dwarf he stood barely three and one-half foot tall.

■  Italics and Underlining, Adjective (Articles), Quotation Marks, 
Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word

Muhammad was a Arab preacher whom started the religion called Islam 

the word Islam means submission.
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WEEK 29: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Verb (Irregular), Comma Splice

In ancient China, mouse meet was eated by rich people, they liked it.

■  Capitalization, Apostrophe, Spelling, Comma (Appositives)

King alexander III of macedon alexander the great ordered his soljers to 

shave their heads and faces so that enemies couldnt grab them by the hair.

■  Capitalization, Comma (Appositives)

attila the Hun King of a Mongoloid people attacked the roman empire 

around the year 450.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, Semicolon, Plurals

attila the hun were a dwarf he stood barely three and one-half foot tall.

■  Italics and Underlining, Adjective (Articles), Quotation Marks, 
Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word

Muhammad was a Arab preacher whom started the religion called Islam 

the word Islam means submission.
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WEEK 30: World-History Dates

■  Hyphen, Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence

Buy around 750, one third of the people in the world had excepted the  

religion of Islam they were called Muslims.

■  Comma (Interjections and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Numbers,  
Verb (Irregular)

Well in 1032 Benedict IX becomed pope when he was only eleven years 

old!

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Dash

The Leaning Tower of Pisa who is maid of marble took 200 years to build 

from 1173 to 1372.

■  Capitalization, Pronoun (Reflexive), Semicolon, End Punctuation

in 1279, kublai khan conquered china he made him the emperor?

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses),  
Verb (Irregular)

In the late 1200s Marco Polo taked a trip to China who lasted 24 years.
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WEEK 30: Corrected	Sentences

■  Hyphen, Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence

Buy around 750, one third of the people in the world had excepted the  

religion of Islam they were called Muslims.

■  Comma (Interjections and To Separate Phrases and Clauses), Numbers,  
Verb (Irregular)

Well in 1032 Benedict IX becomed pope when he was only eleven years 

old!

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Dash

The Leaning Tower of Pisa who is maid of marble took 200 years to build 

from 1173 to 1372.

■  Capitalization, Pronoun (Reflexive), Semicolon, End Punctuation

in 1279, kublai khan conquered china he made him the emperor?

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses),  
Verb (Irregular)

In the late 1200s Marco Polo taked a trip to China who lasted 24 years.
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WEEK 31: Another Look at World History

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Colon, Spelling

Glasses made to correct week eyesite were invented a long time ago in 

twelve ninety.

■  Using the Right Word, Plurals, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In medieval Japan fashionable womans died there tooths black.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement

In the middle ages, animals was tried as witches and publicly executed.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Dialogue), Period, Capitalization,  
Quotation Marks

richard III killed his too nephews in 1483 in order to bee king said  

mr bartz.

■  Capitalization, Interjection

Beware The bubonic plague (known as the Black Death in europe between 

1347 and 1350) could be used in Germ Warfare today.
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WEEK 31: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Colon, Spelling

Glasses made to correct week eyesite were invented a long time ago in 

twelve ninety.

■  Using the Right Word, Plurals, Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses)

In medieval Japan fashionable womans died there tooths black.

■  Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement

In the middle ages, animals was tried as witches and publicly executed.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Dialogue), Period, Capitalization,  
Quotation Marks

richard III killed his too nephews in 1483 in order to bee king said  

mr bartz.

■  Capitalization, Interjection

Beware The bubonic plague (known as the Black Death in europe between 

1347 and 1350) could be used in Germ Warfare today.
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WEEK 32: The Sixteenth Century

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses),  
Using the Right Word

in the sixteenth Century the Average Person lives too bee 35 years old.

■  Comma (Addresses), Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

In 1518, at a banquet in Venice Italy forks was used fore the first time.

■  Verb (Tense), Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses)

When Henry VIII became king in 1509, he marries Catherine of Aragon 

who was the wife of the last king of England.

■  Numbers, Comma Splice, Spelling

Henry VIII had 6 wives, one outlived him, the rest he either divorced or 

exacuted.

■  Verb (Irregular), Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, 
Comma (Appositives)

Anne Boleyn Henry VIIIs second wife had a sixth finger on one hand and  

continuously weared a glove to hide them.
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WEEK 32: Corrected	Sentences

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Comma (To Separate Phrases and Clauses),  
Using the Right Word

in the sixteenth Century the Average Person lives too bee 35 years old.

■  Comma (Addresses), Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

In 1518, at a banquet in Venice Italy forks was used fore the first time.

■  Verb (Tense), Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses)

When Henry VIII became king in 1509, he marries Catherine of Aragon 

who was the wife of the last king of England.

■  Numbers, Comma Splice, Spelling

Henry VIII had 6 wives, one outlived him, the rest he either divorced or 

exacuted.

■  Verb (Irregular), Apostrophe (Possessives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, 
Comma (Appositives)

Anne Boleyn Henry VIIIs second wife had a sixth finger on one hand and  

continuously weared a glove to hide them.
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WEEK 33: More World History Facts

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Numbers and Between Independent Clauses), 
Rambling Sentence

Queen Elizabeth I always wore a wig and she owned 3000 dresses and 

she had red hare and she had pale eyes like her father.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Spelling

Elizabeth I of England which became queen in 1558 was the dauter of  

Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement

during the 1600s in japan, the punishment fore trying to immigrate from 

the country were death.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Nonstandard Language, Spelling

Mozart must of recieved many complements fore writing his first 

symphony at the age of 9.

■  Numbers, Run-On Sentence, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

10 million people died during a deadly year long flu epidemic it struck 

the United States and Europe in 1918.
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WEEK 33: Corrected	Sentences

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Numbers and Between Independent Clauses), 
Rambling Sentence

Queen Elizabeth I always wore a wig and she owned 3000 dresses and 

she had red hare and she had pale eyes like her father.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrases and Clauses), Spelling

Elizabeth I of England which became queen in 1558 was the dauter of  

Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn.

■  Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement

during the 1600s in japan, the punishment fore trying to immigrate from 

the country were death.

■  Using the Right Word, Numbers, Nonstandard Language, Spelling

Mozart must of recieved many complements fore writing his first 

symphony at the age of 9.

■  Numbers, Run-On Sentence, Hyphen (Single-Thought Adjectives)

10 million people died during a deadly year long flu epidemic it struck 

the United States and Europe in 1918.
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WEEK 34: Potpourri

■  Capitalization, Verb (Irregular), Using the Right Word, Abbreviations

in so. amer., termites are roasted and eated buy the handful like popcorn.

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Apostrophe (Possessives)

The Ancient egyptians pillows are made of stone.

■  Quotation Marks, Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling, Using the Right Word

Eskimos has more then 20 different words in their languige that  

mean snow.

■  Italics and Underlining, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Colon or Dash, 
Capitalization

The most old letter in the Alphabet is the fifteenth letter o.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), Plurals, Wordy Sentence

The stationery layer of ice that never moves, that covers Antarctica at the 

South Pole, is more than 6,500 foots thick at its thickest.
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WEEK 34: Corrected	Sentences

■  Capitalization, Verb (Irregular), Using the Right Word, Abbreviations

in so. amer., termites are roasted and eated buy the handful like popcorn.

■  Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Apostrophe (Possessives)

The Ancient egyptians pillows are made of stone.

■  Quotation Marks, Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling, Using the Right Word

Eskimos has more then 20 different words in their languige that  

mean snow.

■  Italics and Underlining, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Colon or Dash, 
Capitalization

The most old letter in the Alphabet is the fifteenth letter o.

■  Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), Plurals, Wordy Sentence

The stationery layer of ice that never moves, that covers Antarctica at the 

South Pole, is more than 6,500 foots thick at its thickest.
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WEEK 35: Who’s Counting?

■  Comma (Dates), Capitalization, Run-On Sentence

on september 16 1921 a little boy was born in london he had 14 fingers 

and 15 toes.

■  Comma (Numbers), Verb (Irregular), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, 
Capitalization

a famous bullfighter named lagartigo slayed 4867 bulls during their 

career.

■  Using the Right Word, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Dash

English has the larger amount of active words about 500,000 of all the 

known languages.

■  Comma (Interjections), Apostrophe (Possessives), End Punctuation, 
Capitalization

Hey did you know that tom Cruises full name is Thomas cruise  

mapother IV.

■  Colon, Capitalization, Spelling

a rainbow is made up of seven collors; Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,  

Indigo, and Violet.
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WEEK 35: Corrected	Sentences

■  Comma (Dates), Capitalization, Run-On Sentence

on september 16 1921 a little boy was born in london he had 14 fingers 

and 15 toes.

■  Comma (Numbers), Verb (Irregular), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, 
Capitalization

a famous bullfighter named lagartigo slayed 4867 bulls during their 

career.

■  Using the Right Word, Adjective (Comparative/Superlative), Dash

English has the larger amount of active words about 500,000 of all the 

known languages.

■  Comma (Interjections), Apostrophe (Possessives), End Punctuation, 
Capitalization

Hey did you know that tom Cruises full name is Thomas cruise  

mapother IV.

■  Colon, Capitalization, Spelling

a rainbow is made up of seven collors; Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,  

Indigo, and Violet.
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